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Episode #026– Gods and Aliens
The Infinite and the Beyond

An esoteric podcast for the introspective pagan mind hosted by Chris Orapello
www.infinite-beyond.com 

Underline Theme: Making Contact

 Opening Musical Selection 

A clip from the 1938 radio broadcast of Orson Welles "War of the Worlds."

 Show Introduction

MM, BB, 93, Hello and Welcome to the 26th Episode of “The Infinite and the Beyond,” an esoteric podcast for the 

introspective pagan mind.  Where we explore a variety of topics which relate to life and one’s unique spiritual journey. I  

am your host Chris Orapello.  Intro music by George Wood.

In this episode…

 We discuss Gods and Aliens and the ideas surrounding Ancient Astronaut Theory.

 I share the only alien abduction case I've done as a paranormal investigator.

 We learn about Aleister Crowley’s favorite martian in A Corner in the Occult.

 We discuss evocation in the Essence of Magick.

 I read listener email and we see which two lucky listeners won copies of Etched Offerings, and to close we 

ponder the origin of deity. Stay with us!

 Announcements

(Background Music: “Alien” by Ash Verjee)

Hey welcome back to the show. Happy Sabbat!

First and foremost, I would like to Thank Tim Titus from The Juggler for spotlighting this podcast in an article he  

wrote back on January 6th, which I completely neglected to mention in the last episode.  My apologies Tim.  His article  

can found online at culture.pagannewswirecollective.com and check their archives under January 2012 for its release on 

the 6th or visit the show notes for a direct link to his article.

1. http://culture.pagannewswirecollective.com/2012/01/pagan-podcast-spotlight-the-infinite-and-the-  

beyond/ 

Sorry this episode didn’t come out in four weeks like I had planned. I guess doing regular monthly scheduled  

shows are going to be difficult for me. I should have known. What I am going to do though is always plan to release an  
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episode every four weeks and if an extra week or two is needed well so be it, but I do apologize and will make it my goal  

to shoot for every four weeks.

If you haven’t heard I had the pleasure of pondering over the existence of Demons on A Bigger World Podcast 

hosted by Tim Moreau. Tim’s podcast is new and actually my appearance marked his second episode.  So if  you’re  

interested  in  hearing  my  appearance  on  A  Bigger  World  Podcast,  Tim’s  show  can  be  found  at: 

http://abiggerworld.webs.com or check the show notes for that link.

2. #2 Demons – Do They Exist? - http://abiggerworld.webs.com/apps/podcast/podcast/213165 

Two alterations which I have yet to mention about the show website is that the PDF library has been removed due to 

legal issues.  It was just a matter of time before something like that occurred.  I did however not leave the desperate  

seeker stranded, but in place of the library I left a grouping of links to help lead some of you in the right direction.  

Hermetic.com and Sacred-texts.com are great resources which you should all be aware of, use and support.

1. http://www.archive.org   

2. http://www.hermetic.com  

3. http://www.scribd.com/   

4. http://www.sacred-texts.com/  

I also added a Promote the show page on the show website which contains promos, player links, and buttons for  

those of you who are interested helping to promote the show or perhaps you’re a blogger and an episode inspired a post  

that you wrote?  Well you can include that episode in your post and find out how by visiting the promote the show page  

on the podcast website at www.infinite-beyond.com.

In a bit we’ll be discussing Ancient Alien Theory, but first let’s hear from one of our fellow pagan podcasters.

 Promo

Lamyka's Wiccan Podcast

 As of Late/Opening Dialogue

(Background Music: “Yearning of the Heart” by G)

As of late. I’ve been a bad pagan and a bad podcaster, but I’ve been a good County Coordinator for the Garden 

State Pagan Alliance as we just had another Pagan Night Out.  

In the time since the last episode, I’ve been able to get some of the items that I will be selling up onto the Eclectic  

Artisans website which I’m happy about though I  have several  more items in process and I  can’t  wait  until  they’re  

available for purchase as well.
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Early last month was the anniversary of the writing of The Book of the Law which I did recordings of its three 

chapters that can be found in the Baphmetis Meditation feed so hope those sessions were used and enjoyed at least  

some of  you.   I  know Oraia  from Between the Earth  and Stars  enjoyed them as  she thought  that  they came out  

beautifully.

Beltane for me was simple and quiet.  I took advantage of being home alone one day to cast my first circle in the  

new apartment for the sabbat and it felt good.  Taking the time to sit, reflect, and call up to deity, is always enriching and  

sobering to say the least.  It’s kind of like recharging my batteries and resetting my mind and being.  I’m sure most of you 

know what I mean by that.  Taking the time to meditate and or do even a short religious ritual is ridiculously beneficial  

physically, mentally, and spiritually.  Often the many projects I involve myself in draw my attention so much that I tend to  

lose sight of the world around me.  Thankfully meditation and ritual both help me to reconnect. 

In preparation for this  episode I’ve been doing a lot  of  NetFlixing and YouTubing to reacquaint myself  with  

Ancient Alien Theory and the show Ancient Aliens and in doing that I learned quite a bit *chuckles* so with further delay  

lets discuss Ancient Alien Theory…

 Segment: Ancient Aliens and Ancient Astronaut Theory

“Stonehenge” from the movie Spinal Tap

(Background Music: “Telepathic Interplay” by Alexandre Falcao)

If  you’re like me then you’re a bit  of  a  fan of  the History channel series Ancient Aliens,  a  field of  unusual  

anthropology rooted in what has been commonly referred to as The Ancient Astronaut Theory.  Ok I’ll be honest it’s a 

pseudoscience  that  stinks  of  conspiracy  theory  which,  more  often  than  not,  annoys  archaeologists  to  no  end  and 

technically it’s not even a theory as it hasn’t been derived or developed from a group of related facts, but we’ll get into  

that later.  Now in case this idea is new to you, Ancient Astronaut Theory, proposes that:

1. Ancient  peoples  interacted  with  extra-terrestrials  on  a  regular  basis  of  who helped and  influenced  the 

development of early human civilization.

2. Extra-terrestrials provided ancient peoples with knowledge and technology which enabled them to build  

their impressive monuments for example such as what can be found at those famous Egyptian pyramid 

things, the Megalithic, Perhistoric, Mythic Monument known as Stonehenge (Spinal Tap first verse), and the 

stone work remains found at Pumapunku in Boliva.

3. That, many, if not all, of the Gods, Goddesses, Deities, and spiritual beings found in the world’s religions 

were actually extra-terrestrials who were interpreted as Gods by the ancient peoples due to their lack of 

understanding. (Discuss later)
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4. Some of the theory goes so far as to say that the human race is an alien hybrid species which was created 

and or engineered for the purpose of being slave labor.

The overall gist of the theory implies that extra-terrestrial intervention is thought to run through the fabric of  
ancient human history, religion, and culture in some way or another.

Probably the earliest mention/manifestation of this theory can be found in some of the writings of Madame 

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky specifically in her book The Secret Doctrine, where, for example, she claims that the earliest 

Egyptians, who existed separate from the Atlanteans, were descended from an alien race.  Since her death in 1891,  

echoes of her various explanations about human history can be observed during the first half of the 20 th century in the 

writings of nearly a dozen science fiction authors some of which notably include H. P. Lovecraft and even works by British  

Journalist amateur historian Harold T. Wilkins, specifically his 1954 book  Flying Saucers on the Moon and Astronomer 

turned Ufologist Morris K. Jessup who wrote UFOs and the Bible published in 1956.  The idea was even furthered due to 

its consideration by astrophysicists Iosif Shklovski and Carl Sagan in their 1966 book  Intelligent Life in the Universe where 

they discuss  the  possibilities  of  extraterrestrial  life  and the  likely  hood regarding  their  contact  with  early  humans.  

However, Ancient Astronaut theory wouldn’t receive its true velocity until 1968 when the book  Chariots of the Gods 

written by Erich Von Daniken became published.  The timing for his book couldn’t have been more perfect as it came out  

during the era of the original Star Trek television series and the release of such films as 2001: A Space Odyssey and The  

original film The Planet of the Apes. Daniken’s book would tip Ancient Astronaut Theory into the mainstream during a  

time when science fiction and the space race were in full bloom and the public was hungry for the unknown and the  

future all at the same time.

Since it’ release in 1968, Chariots of Gods, has sold over 20 Million copies worldwide, and has been translated 

into 32 languages.  Chariots of the Gods, is a pseudoscientific “speculative” account of extra-terrestrials influencing and 

interacting with ancient peoples. Since its publication, other authors and such who have contributed to or helped to 

perpetuate Ancient Alien Theory include, but are not limited to: 

1. The 12th Planet by Zecharia Sitchin (1976)

2. The Sirius Mystery by Robert K G Temple (1976)

3. Finger Prints of the Gods by Graham Hancock (1996)

4. Technology of the Gods: The Incredible Sciences of the Ancients by David Hatcher Childress (2000)

5. And last  but  not  least,  the  film  Indiana  Jones  and  The  Kingdom of  the  Crystal  Skull (2008),  which 

combined  both  George  Lucas’s  and  Steven  Spielberg’s  love  for  aliens  and  Nazis  into  an  extremely  

regrettable cinematic experience.

www.infinite-beyond.com
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The most common place one is going to come across Ancient Alien Theory right now is in the History Channel  

series Ancient Aliens which is now in its fourth season. Since its popularization, the Ancient Astronaut theory has been  

under scrutiny by experts as a result of its assumptive logic and selective evidence which is often based upon loose 

speculation, little to no research, gut feelings and interpretations of art and scripture, as well as anything which seems to 

jive with their theory while ignoring contrasting evidence and yet feel that any hole in current understanding in regards 

to ancient peoples is a license to use alien putty to fill in the gaps. (Alien putty fix all your logic holes with Alien Putty  

now available from Ralph Lauren)  Ancient Alien theorists are taking a preexisting conclusion and locating supporting  

material to argue their agenda.  This is why it’s not really a theory. Similar to Intelligent Design theorists who already  

“know” God exists, and are looking for items to illustrate this fact like in citing the complexity of the DNA molecule as  

proof of God’s existence when these same types of zealots condemned genetic research centuries if not only decades 

before. Now that it suites their needs, its ok.  However, I am digressing, a little, as this segment is not about Intelligent  

Design.

The evidence, if any, cited by Ancient Astronaut Theorists tends to be matter of convenience as they exploit that  

which argues in favor of ra-ra aliens and ignore that which does not support ra-ra aliens. For example, in regards to our 

previous list of propositions that Ancient Alien Theorists argue.

 The first  proposition  being,  that  ancient  peoples  interacted with extra-terrestrials  on a regular  basis  of  who  

helped and influenced the development of early human civilization.

This is a hard point to claim.  For one, it assumes the existence of extra-terrestrials with little to no evidence to  

back up this claim and two on top of it states that not only did they exist, but they also interacted with ancient peoples  

regularly.  And three, this claim then also implies that our relationship with the extraterrestrials changed at some point,  

leaving us without their insight, guidance, and technology taking everything advanced that they gave us as well as any  

remnants from their own existence here like biological remains or perhaps even alien candy wrappers.  Because I bet  

they had some really fucking awesome candy!

To further support this claim, Ancient Alien Theorists reference paintings from much later years to support a  

continued alien presence, but their  evidential  grabbings from art  history are random and inconsistent in that what 

counts as a UFO in a painting doesn’t reveal a consistent language of symbolism as much visually narrative artwork often  

does. If UFOs were an actual intended common motif for painters, for example, their depiction would be obvious and 

consistent, similar to the images of Christ who can be recognized throughout the centuries.  So by default, the apparent  

lack of consistency on the part of artists would imply a lack of intention in the alleged UFO imagery. Also, aside from  

building capabilities, which we will be getting into shortly, Ancient Alien Theorists often cite, or more likely interpret,  

ancient scripture as well as primitive sculpture and imagery as proof, of which is specifically selected to support their 

argument. It’s usually not whole books of religious scripture, but just specific passages for example Ezekiel’s vision of the  
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chariot from the Book of Ezekiel, or passages from the Mahabharata that discuss Vimanas which were said to be flying  

palaces that left the earth in such a manner as to frighten elephants, and which contained weaponry that sounded like 

missiles and produced effects similar to atomic blasts.  Primitive sculpture and imagery cited often depict human like  

figures who appear as if they are wearing some kind of suite with a helmet similar to today’s astronauts. Again this is all  

interpretive speculation and until Ancient Alien Theory came along no one really thought anything about the imagery or  

scripture as being unusual.

1. http://www.worldend.info/end-of-the-world/ancient-aliens/renaissance-art-ancient-alien-theory/   

2. Search http://www.google.com for “renaissance art ufos”

 The second proposition,  says that extra-terrestrials provided ancient  peoples with knowledge and technology  

which enabled them to build their impressive monuments for example such as what can be found at those famous  

Egyptian pyramid things, the Megalithic, Perhistoric, Mythic Monument known as Stonehenge, (spinal tap second  

verse) Grr Spinal Tap! and the stone work remains found at Pumapunku in Boliva.

Now I’m not going to bombard you with history and facts because there are far too many sources that do that  

both successfully and unsuccessfully, but what I am going to do is point out the veil of illusion surrounding these places  

and how they are used in Ancient Alien Theory.  The three locations which I just listed are all famous places where so  

much mystery and noise has been generated over them, that the archaeological understandings have seemingly become  

an innocent  bystander,  permitting  speculation  and wild  theories  to  run  rampant  and  become acceptable.   I.e.  Big  

mysterious reality requires an equally big and mysterious explanation.  For example so much emphasis has been placed 

on “We don’t how these monuments were built.” That people don’t realize that we do know how these monuments 

were built.  

For  example,  in  regards  to  the Great  Pyramid,  In  a  Discovery  Channel  special,  Dr.  Aidan  Dodson of  Bristol  

University says It has been shown that Granite blocks, like the ones used to build the Great Pyramid, can be cut in a 

week’s time using a copper saw and ordinary desert sand as an abrasive. He also goes on to say that the moving of large  

blocks has been exemplified by Egyptologists and he even references an engraving which illustrates how these large 

blocks were in fact moved. An engraving which Ancient Alien Theorists never seem to debunk.  However in regards to the  

professed 20 year construction of the Great Pyramid the numbers don’t seem to add up. Because if the great pyramid 

was built  in  20 years,  then that  would mean since there  were over  2,000,000 blocks  used in  its  construction,  the 

Egyptians would have had to quarry, move and set a block every minute and a half, of every day, 365 days a year, for 20  

years, which is admittedly impossible to do and seems to simply imply that it took longer than 20 years to complete.  

Though there is  no real  explanation, archaeologists  know how and where these blocks were quarried, shaped, and  

moved; that’s no mystery.
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In regards to Stonehenge, adventurer David Hatcher Childress author of the book Technology of the Gods, states 

in the show Ancient Aliens that since these giant blocks were used in its construction then  their use must have been  

easy, implying unknown technology and or methods were used to move these seemingly impossible immovable objects. 

OK, but we know why they were used. They had very special significance for the people and were believed to have  

healing properties so using other stones would not have worked with their theology or ideals for the monument and I  

don’t care how you do it or with what, working with such mammoth materials is never going to be easy.  The building of  

it began 5,000 years ago around 3,000 BCE and finishing around 1500 years later. The three phases of development seem  

to imply a growth of knowledge and or purpose for the location in regards to its role in the lives of the ancient British  

peoples.  In his discussion of Stonehenge, Mr. Childress admits to acknowledging the power and presence of Stonehenge 

in his own special and wild eyed manner, but for some reason takes it a step further in stating that Stonehenge was a 

part of some kind of worldwide power grid and was possibly a fueling station for extraterrestrial  spaceships which 

amusingly also implies that these extraterrestrials who came to Earth from light years away did so using vehicles that  

were dependent upon an exterior fuel source.  Good thing they got here when they did.

Finally, Pumapunku, if you are unfamiliar with the ruins of Pumapunku, it is a large stone temple complex located  

in Bolivia dating from around 500 AD, it is made up of impressive precision stone work which is the primary reason 

behind the focus on it by Ancient Alien Theorists who claim that these stones are made of granite and diorite and can  

only be cut with diamonds, but most credible sources claim that the rocks at Pumapunku are made of Andesite and  

Sandstone which are two commonly carved stones found in the sculptural works from ancient civilizations across the  

globe. Skeptoid.com host Brian Dunning makes an interesting observation in regards to Pumapunku in stating The Greek  

Parthenon, for  example,  was built  a thousand years before Pumapunku, and yet  nobody invokes aliens as the only  

explanation  for  its  great  beauty  and  decorative  detailing  that  more  than  rivals  Pumapunku's  angles  and  cuts.  

(http://skeptoid.com/episodes/4202). Perhaps Puma Punku is not only used as an example because of the stone work, 

but  also  because  there  are  no  written  records  from  the  civilization  which  built  it  leaving  it  open  to  speculative  

interpretation by theorists. Also when you think about these three places and other locations cited by Ancient Alien  

Theorists, more often than not they are locations which have been abandoned by the people who created them, which  

aren’t the case with the Parthenon, the Colloseum, or The Great Wall of China.  The locations cited by Ancient Alien  

Theorists have no one to speak for them.  There’s no one living there to say, “Hey, wait a minute! Our ancestors built  

this!”  In many ways these locations are there for anyone to speak for them and that’s what the theorists are taking 

advantage of.

 The third proposition I made, which says that many, if not all, of the Gods, Goddesses, Deities, and spiritual beings  

found in the world’s religions were actually extra-terrestrials who were interpreted as Gods by the ancient peoples  

due to their lack of understanding.  I’m going to skip this one because I’m going to talk about this later in this  
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episode.  So, let’s move onto the fourth and final proposition that says the human race is an alien hybrid species  

which was created and or engineered for slave labor.

To help with their argument for this, Ancient Alien Theoists indicate that the missing link in human evolution is a  

result of this. (I  can smell the Alien Putty now)  That apparently extraterrestrials tweaked our DNA, making us half-

human/half-extraterrestrial and enslaved us to help them extract the earth’s natural resources.  Good thing they left  

when they did right?  This theory more than likely comes to the Ancient Astronaut dinner table by the efforts of the now  

deceased author Zecharia Sitchin who wrote the Earth Chronicle series which begin in 1976 with his book The 12 th Planet 

as mentioned earlier.  In his books, he attributes the creation of the ancient Sumerian culture to the Anunnaki, who were  

a race of extra-terrestrials from a planet beyond Neptune called Nibiru. He believed that this planet had an elongated,  

elliptical  orbit  and  asserted  that  Sumerian  mythology  reflects  this  view.  His  ideas  were  rejected  by  scientists  and  

academics  who dismissed them as  being  rooted in  pseudoscience and pseudohistory  and Sitchin  himself  has  been 

criticized  for  his  flawed  methodology  and  mistranslations  of  ancient  Summerian  texts  as  well  as  his  incorrect  

astronomical and scientific claims.  One such individual who out rightly argues against the claims by Zecharia Sitchin is  

scholar  and  translator  Dr.  Michael  S.  Heiser  who  runs  a  clever  website  called  Sitchin  is  Wrong.com  

(http://www.sitchiniswrong.com).  At the website he guides and enables the visitor to do their own research and to see  

for themselves that Zecharia Sitchin and other Ancient Astronaut Theorists are indeed wrong in their translation and  

understanding of Sumerian literature and mythology.  This final point is just another strike against the argument made by 

Ancient Astronaut Theorists.

Now, I admit in my discussion of these propositions that I have only set up points of speculation which loosely  

debunk or at least draw the theories proposed in for some deeper questioning, but I hope what I have done is at least  

clipped the wings of this bird for the time being.   

I admit that the show Ancient Aliens is good fun and if you did not know some of the background behind what  

they talk about you may be completely sold on the ideas that they present. They even trip me up from time to time with 

the connections they find, but more often than not a little personal research always seems to solve that.

I can’t honestly state that extraterrestrials don’t exist, however in regards to the evidence presented by Ancient  

Astronaut Theorists I think that if extraterrestrials existed and visited ancient peoples then there’s no real proof of this  

and that if they did visit the earth it probably wasn’t to the extent as claimed by theorists and they certainly didn’t build  

or help build The Pyramids or Stonehenge.

(“Stonehenge” by Spinal Tap)
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 Commercial / Bumper

Title Goes Here: New Commercial!

Lon Milo DuQuette Bumper

 Segway

Iosif Shklovski

 Segment: An Alien Abduction

(Sound Clip from Close Encounters)

(Background Music: “The Magical Forest” by Reflected Illusions)

In lite of this episode I would like to share my only experience in helping someone with a case of repeated alien  

abductions.  A newly acquainted friend of  a  friend, who will  be referred to as Mark, approached me regarding his  

experiences because he heard about my interest in the paranormal and want to see what I thought.  Having no real  

knowledge about Mark or alien abductions other than what I’ve seen on Television and movies, I figured that I could at  

least hear him out and offer any suggestions I may have to help him address his problem. He described a classic scenario  

which has been occurring over and over to him since March of 1993.

1. It always happened at night while he was alone and asleep in his bed. 
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2. The abductions always occur during the course of one night and so he has never been missing as a result.  

3. While in bed, they start with a bright lite that fills the room and outside the home.  This was then  

followed by the appearance of two small large headed grey humanoid like beings which entered the  

room. 

4. Unable react against their  wishes they would escort him out of his bedroom and to the window of 

another room where he would suddenly find himself engulfed in a white light which would make him 

feel so dizzy that he may almost fall over.  Before he knew it, he would be in what he could only assume 

was a spacecraft.

5. Aboard the craft he was taken away from the earth and left in a brilliantly white room round room where 

an alien they would conduct tests on him. Inserting tubes into his mouth and nostrils, and draining fluid  

from his body for assumed research purposes.

6. During the experience he would encounter people in a similar situation as well other aliens who played a  

role in his abduction. He referred to these other beings as The Doctor who performed the tests and The 

Mother who stayed with him after the tests until  he was taken back home.  Each of the beings he 

became introduced to over the course of the abduction seemed more human than the one before it.  For  

example the Mother, the final alien he would interact with, was tall, had red lips, blonde hair, breasts, an 

hourglass figure, and blue almond shaped eyes that were larger than a human’s eyes but not as big as  

the common image of a stereotypical Grey alien, but despite her several human characteristics was still  

clearly an alien judging from her overall appearance, while The Doctor was just as human in appearance, 

but lacked compassion or a sense of empathy.

7. By morning he always found himself safe, at home, and back in his bed.

8. In an effort to learn more about his experiences, fearing that these were simply not dreams, he met with 

a local group that deals with UFOs and Alien Encounters who interviewed him and had him hypnotized 

to help him to recall his experiences and it should be noted that all of the specific details regarding his 

experiences came from the two hypnotic sessions that he did the group.

That  was  just  an  overview  of  his  experiences  as  he  gave  a  lot  a  specific  details  regarding  feelings  and 

conversations that he had with the aliens, of which for the focus and purpose of this segment are not really necessary to 

go into.

It’s important to note that Mark’s situation is based upon memory as there is no physical evidence to back up his claim  

aside from a scar on his one side which he never noticed before, but which his mother says is a chicken pox scar from  

when he was a kid.  Memory itself  is a shaky foundation upon which to build any basis for an argument since it’s  

constructed and can as a result be modified unknowingly by an individual depending upon the situation and the length 
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of time which has passed. As according to the American Psychological Association Research has shown that over time  

memory for events can be changed or reinterpreted in such a way as to make the memory more consistent with the  

person's present knowledge and/or expectations (1995), which possesses a problem in Mark’s and similar situations, but 

doesn’t necessarily debunk or disprove anything in Mark’s case as to him his experiences are real.  They affect him  

physically and mentally and have even had an effect on his personal life and marriage.

In  the  book  The  Skeptic’s  Guide  to  the  Paranormal,  author  Lynne  Kelly  states  some  common  issues  with 

abduction cases: 

9. Abductees never manage to bring back an item from the spaceship that is not readily available on earth.

10. All technologies described always match up with current technologies, either real or from science fiction.

11. Almost all abductions occur when the abductee is either on the verge of sleep or extremely tired.

12. Abduction reports increase rapidly when the media has featured this theme recently.

13. Those abducted usually have a considerable collection of UFO literature and have expressed interest in 

the field prior to their experiences.

14. Alien messages often relate to current social trends.  For example, in the 1960s aliens were trying to 

convey the need for peace on earth and today they tend to focus on environmental issues.

Admittedly, Lynne Kelly makes some really good points many of which relate directly to Mark’s situation.  But in  

response, Mark has no idea why he hasn’t tried to bring home some kind of alien tool as he admits that he sees them all  

around, but never thinks to grab one. In his defense, he even says that he has no personal control over his actions during  

the abduction. So, bringing back a tool or some kind of item as evidence of his encounters isn’t really an option for him,  

and if it was an option would they have let really him take it home? Doubtful.  Also it should be stated that the list of  

commonalities obtained from Lynne Kelly concerning abduction cases could be so easily routine and seemingly typical  

because abductees have had similar experiences, or *sheepishly* perhaps have seen the same movies and television  

shows.  Let’s be fair.

Now  in  regards  to  Mark’s  situation,  I  noticed  six  key  elements  that  are  red  flags  at  least  to  me  that  his  

experiences may be dream related and not entirely actual alien abductions. For example:

1. His experiences always started and ended when he was alone in bed and they had a tendency to  

correlate with stressful times in his life. Which to me hints of episodes of Sleep Paralysis, though he assures  

me that he knows what Sleep Paralysis is and has experienced it, and that his abduction experiences are 

nothing like Sleep Paralysis.

2. During his experiences, the further along he went along in his recantation and the more aliens he  

met  the  more  human  they  became  and  seemed,  which  I  thought  was  an  interesting  progression  and 
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sounded kind of dream like where details and situations shifted as the event unfolded. Of course this may 

just be my own assumptive bias at work.  Also the…?

3. He reported to me that these experiences started in March of 1993 which was the same month and  

year the movie  “Fire in the Sky” came out; a movie which does not stand the test of time mind you, but 

which contains similar elements to Mark’s experiences though they are not exactly the same.  I found the 

start date of his experiences interesting as the movie had a lot of people talking about alien abduction when  

it came out and some found the imagery depicted in the film to be quite disturbing. 

4. Mark later recanted to me that he has had six concussions in his life, which has affected his memory.  

Though I can’t be sure, information such as this makes me curious if cryptomnesia could be coming onto 

play, which is the recollection of past information acting as newly recalled memories.  An effect which is  

often associated with the recollection of  past  lives.   Because as  stated moments before,  memories  are  

always reconstructed.

5. He has even been dealing with nightmares all his life, which could be the direct catalyst behind his  

abduction experiences. 

6. And as mentioned by Lynne Kelly, similar to other abductees, Mark has always had a fascination with  

Aliens and UFOs ever since he was a child.

 My initial concern was not what I thought about Mark’s situation. My feelings were inconsequential. The responsible  

thing for me to do as a paranormal investigator was to help him address the situation and find some answers for himself  

and not to tell him that’s it’s all in his head or that he was crazy. Doing that wouldn’t really help him or address the  

situation, and plus for the record I didn’t think he was crazy, but I did think his experiences were caused by stress and 

were actually dream related.  Regardless, since neither of us was able to determine whether or not his experiences were  

in his head or not, I felt that the best approach would be to encourage him to find out. So, to help him I suggested that  

he…

1. Try and set up a motion sensitive camera in his bedroom to film him while he slept at night.  This may help 

document any sleep walking or sleep disturbances he may have or begin to confirm his experiences in anyway  

shape or form.  It couldn’t hurt.

2. I also suggested that he keep a journal by his bed so that can immediately write down his experiences when they  

happen which would also help him (days, weeks, or months) later by not requiring him to rely on his memory.

3. I also advocated against him trying to recall events via hypnotic regression, as such techniques often create false  

memories which tend to be vivid and have the potential of creating trauma and even ruining someone’s life by 

upsetting current personal and familial relationships through their content. Similar to the known accounts of 

sexual  and/or satanic abuse cases which have often been “discovered” during similar hypnotic sessions,  but  
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which were previously unknown and nonexistent in one’s life until that moment.  We can see this effect in Mark’s  

regression sessions as all of the specific details regarding his experiences came from the two hypnotic sessions 

that he did with the group he met with.  Also keeping a journal would eliminate the need to participate in such  

types of recollection methods which do more harm than good anyway.

4. When we talked about his situation again a later time, I suggested putting a large unreasonable yet specific 

object in the room which he or the aliens would have to walk around, to see if such an object was included in his  

experiences.  The idea being that if it was a dream his mind may edit out such objects.  It was a long shot, but  

could be useful.

5. Finally, I suggested that he see if his experiences coincide with any known accounts of UFO sightings in the area.  

Though it wouldn’t confirm anything, the correlation may be interesting.

 Now since I spoke with Mark several months ago, he has applied some of my suggestions, such as the camera and the  

journal, though so far he has yet to have had an experience.  He feels that regardless of what was going on with his past  

experiences, if trying to document them keeps them from occurring he’s more than happy about it.

Bibliography and Sources

ttp://www.skepdic.com/aliens.html 

http://www.scientificexploration.org/journal/jse_07_1_swords.pdf 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptomnesia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memory#Memory_Construction 

The Skeptic’s Guide to the Paranormal by Lynne Kelly.

 Promo

➢ The Wigglian Way with Mojo and Sparrow

 Segway

➢ Hey welcome back hope you enjoyed hearing about that case and I would like to thank Mark for giving me 

permission to discuss it. Now as far as this episode goes, it would seem that Mark isn’t the only person who has 

had contact with otherworldly beings as touched upon in our next segment...

(Star old Trek theme plays)

1. http://trekcore.com/audio/   

2. http://www.mediacollege.com/downloads/sound-effects/star-trek/tos/   

*tricorder sound* 

“Transporter room. Scottie come in”

“Aye Captian”
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“Scottie it’s time to beam me and everyone listening into A Corner in the Occult”

“Aye Captian”

*Transporter*

In a Corner in the Occult.

 Segment:  A Corner in the Occult:   (approx. 1300-1500 words): Lam, Crowley, Grant, and the Typhonian Order

(Background Music: “Piano Quartet in g 3rd Movement by Mozart” performed by Linda Holzer)

Hello and welcome to “A Corner in the Occult” Where we focus on one part or person from the history of 

occultism.  In these regular segments, I touch upon many aspects of the occult and I hope to offer you something new or  

at least something to think about.  The information presented is always done so in the best manner possible in regards to  

its content and accuracy depending on the available sources.  There is a lot in occultism that one may never choose to  

look  into,  and  here  you  have  the  opportunity  to  learn  about  something  which  you  may  have  never  bothered  to 

investigate and oddly enough there are at least some people who may be unaware of what our topic is on…

Extraterrestrials in occultism are not as unusual as one would expect.  As mentioned previously the idea of aliens  

and ancient lands make up much of the prehistory of humankind as believed in Theosophy, as can be found in The Secret  

Doctrine written by Blavatsky, where it is said that the earliest Egyptians were descended from an alien race, but among  

the many magickal  pursuits  of  the Great  Beast  Aleister  Crowley,  making contact  with  otherworldly  beings  was not 

unusual for him.  A perfect example being his receiving of the Book of the Law in 1904 which was said to have been  

dictated to him by Aiwass, a prater intelligence, who spoke to him over his left shoulder from the furthest corner in his  

temple space.   This phenomena of receiving insight and knowledge from alleged non-physical beings would in many  

ways be a corner stone of Crowley’s magickal practice as evocation and communication with higher intelligences is a 

common component of high magickal endeavors and can even be further witnessed by the 16 th century the dynamic duo 

of John Dee and Edward Kelly and their exploits as well as in the mysterious Secret Chiefs of Golden Dawn were often 

eluded to as being beyond the physical plane of existence and could only be communicated with by an adept magickian.  

Though one has to wonder if the alien archetype was as prevalent then as it is now, how their claims of angles and  

transcended adepts and teachers could have been differently interpreted.

In one of Crowley’s more notable workings, referred to as The Amalantrah Workings which took place in the  

early months of the year 1918 while he was living in New York City. The workings were a series of astral travel, visions  

and trance-communications that Crowley conducted with his magickal and sexual partner at the time Roddie Minor also  

known as The Camel; a name which is revealed in Lawerence Sutin’s autobiography Do What Thou Wilt where Crowley 

explains, such a journey as I was now about to undertake required an animal of greater strength and size than the dog.  

To take me to the next oasis I required a camel (pg. 265). And Roddie Minor became that Camel.   
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The start of The Amalantrah Workings happened without intention or warning one day while Crowley and The  

Camel were in his home.  At the time, The Camel had been lying on a mattress on the floor smoking opium and though 

having no interest in magick she began having visions to Crowley’s annoyance as he had been sitting at his desk working.  

Not paying much attention to The Camel as she lay rambling to herself on the floor, Crowley suddenly caught on to some 

of what she was saying about an egg and a palm tree as this was similar to the last instruction given to him previously 

when he was with Sorror Virakam (Mary d’Este Sturges) who, in a similar manner one evening, began having visions and 

conveying messages from a prater intelligence to Crowley without planning or warning.  Seeing a connection between 

the two experiences caused Crowley to take a deeper interest in what The Camel was saying.  After some quizzing and  

confirmation of her, Crowley would discover that he and The Camel were in communication with a being who revealed 

himself as The Wizard Amalantrah and in the session notes Crowley makes mention of his use of the Ouija Board at least  

during some of the communications with The Wizard Amalantrah which illustrates some of the Spiritualist influence that  

were present at the time.  Interestingly Crowley’s occasional use of a Ouija board has even been noted by author J.  

Edward Cornelius in his book Aleister Crowley and the Ouija Board.  

According to John Symonds in his 1971 book  The Great Beast, Amalantrah was a messenger from the Secret 

Chiefs of the Crowley’s Order A.’.A.’.

Probably the most noted outcome in connection with The Amalantrah Workings, was the small eyed, egg headed  

portrait that Crowley drew of a being referred to as Lam. According to Kenneth Grant in his book Outside the Circles of  

Time, Lam is an extra-terrestrial entity with whom contact was established by Crowley, c. 1919. Since that time, various  

members of the O.T.O. have had magical intercourse with Lam. Lam is a link between the star systems of Sirius and  

Andromeda.  

The Portrait of Lam is an unusual drawing which made its closed circuit debut as the frontispiece to Liber 71  

being Crowley’s commentary on The Voice of the Silence by Theosophy founder Madame Blavatsky which was published 

in Vol. III No 1 of The Equinox.  The inscription on the Lam frontispiece was titled, ”The Way”  and further said:

LAM in the Tibetan word for Way or Path, and LAMA is He who Goeth, the specific title of the  

Gods and Egypt, the Treader of the Path, in Buddhistic phraseology.  Its numerical value is 71,  

the number of this book.

The portrait  was then made more public  by its  later  inclusion in  Crowley’s  Dead Souls  exhibition that was held  in  

Greenwich Village, New York of the same year.  Interestingly, many who see the Lam portrait often compare it to what  

has become known as a “Grey,” being the term used to refer to a specific species of alien often found and referred to by  

Ufologists. Greys are said to be extraterrestrial beings who have a small mouth and chin, an egg shaped head with a large  

cranium, and oversized blackened almond shaped eyes. They are also said to be of a short stature and grey in color  

hence their name.  The Greys are the most common and recognizable alien depiction found in the media today. The  
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familiar  depiction is  said  to have been popularized by the Betty and Barney Hill  abduction that took place in New  

Hampshire in the 1960s, though a similar description has been mentioned earlier by author H. G Wells in his 1893 article,  

"Man of the Year Million" where he speculated about what a human would look like in the year 1,000,000 CE.  He 

described them as being hairless and much smoother as they would have lost their ape-like traits of a large jaw and ears  

and other features. Their mouths would have shrunk and they receive nutrition from an amber liquid in which they float  

and for lack of a better term seemed very alien to what humans look like now.

Interestingly, The Lam portrait bears a striking similarity to an idealized portrait that Crowley did of himself which  

happened to be used as the frontispiece to the book the confessions of Aleister Crowley edited by John Symonds and 

Kenneth Grant.  Though I have been unable to date this image in relation to his drawing of Lam, but the relationship 

between the two images is notable. 

 In an older online article titled Aleister Crowley and The LAM Statement written by Ian Blake according to a  

1996 edition of the OTO (Ordo Templi Orientis) journal Khabs, "the central concern of magic is communion  

with  discarnate  or  extraterrestrial  intelligences."  It  is  to  this  end  that  much  contemporary  occultism is  

predicated. As long ago as 1918 Aleister Crowley conducted a series of experiments in what would today be  

termed channeling, or ‘induced contacteeism.’  Contactees are generally people who have claimed to have 

had contact with extraterrestrials and typically have messages or insights given to them from these beings 

for the benefit of themselves or others.  In some instances religions and cults have been known to form  

around such individuals and beings of which Lam is no different.

The portrait of Lam would allegedly be passed on to author and British Occultist Kenneth Grant by Crowley in 

May of 1945 following an astral working of which both were involved. Since then several groups and magicians have  

established contact with Lam and as the previous quote by Grant states, that intercourse was also experienced with Lam 

of which nothing further is mentioned on the matter. Though it should be noted that by intercourse Grant may have  

meant contact or dialogue rather than sex, but magicians have been known to do some strange things.

Kenneth Grant would later become the founder and head of the Typhonian Order which originally started as the  

New Isis Lodge within the OTO.  However, it would come into being its own magical entity in much the same manner as 

similar organizations have done so in the past.  Originally, New Isis Lodge became established in 1955 for the purpose of  

channelling  praeter-human  or  extra-terrestrial  transmissions.  It  functioned  until  1962  during  which  time  Grant 

announced his discovery of a “Sirius/Set current” of magick which is discussed in a manifesto that would be the basis of  

the Lodge.  Not liking this, Karl Germer, the head of the OTO at the time expelled Grant from the Order which simply  

prompted Grant to declared himself as the Outer Head of the Order, assume the XII degree, and takes his supporters and  

establish the Typhonian Order. 
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Named after the Greek God Typhon, the order embodies the adversarial and chaotic qualities of the current it is  

aligned with.

According to the website www.parareligion.ch/staley.htm  - “The Typhonian Order is concerned with 
effective transmissions and communications from 'outerspace' for the purpose of opening Gateways. The  
Typhonian 'deities' denote specific operations of psycho-physical alchemy which involve essences or 
elixirs secreted (thrown out and/or considered unclean) by the human organism.  …there are no group 
rituals or ceremonies of initiation at any stage of the degree structure. The basis of initiation is the 
assimilation of direct magical and mystical working. It follows that all initiation is in effect self-initiation. 
There is a small amount of set gradework in the Typhonian Order (O.T.O.). However, the emphasis is on 
the initiate charting his or her own course. There is of course the experience of others to draw upon.”

As a result of his and other individual’s fascination with Lam, The Cult of Lam was formed for the purpose of  

amassing precise accounts of such contacts  as stated by Grant in his 1987  Lam Statement  which in itself is meant to 

establish a system and method of contacting Lam. The order itself has always remained small, and being rooted in the  

many book written by Kenneth Grant, it also existed out of the efforts of its members through their own experiences and  

contributions that can be read in their magazine Starfire which is the official publication of the Order.  And for those who  

are interested, some copies of Strafire can be found online as PDF files.  

Despite Kenneth Grants passing in January of 2011, by most accounts, the Typhonian Order is being headed by 

Michael Staley who continues to comment, lecture, and write upon the exploits of Grant and the Cult of Lam.  Along with  

Lam, members of the Order also work with The Great Old Ones as found in the writings of H.P. Lovecraft and beings of a  

similar nature such as other extraterrestrial life, demons and other darker aspects found within metaphysics.

The continued evolving reality of Lam through magickal discourse and authorship of its followers contributes to Lam’s  

presence and effect in the world of which this segment has even aided and abetted.  Because Lam not only has followers  

and a cult of their very own, but they now also have their own Corner in the Occult.

This  concludes  this  edition  of  A  Corner  in  the  Occult.   Suggestions  for  this  segment  are  welcomed  and  

encouraged so please be sure to contact the show online via the show website or through the show forum. Thank You.
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 Promo:

DruidCast

 Featured Music

Hope you enjoyed that segment on Lam.  

Next episode I’ll be interviewing Alka who is a very talented electronic music composer with Electronic Eel Records.

 http://www.electroniceel.com/alka   

 As a precursor to that episode and to whet your palette here is “Collocation” from his album A Dog Lost in The  

Woods. Enjoy

 Segway

Very cool. Love that track it has such an alien quality to it.

We’ve gotten this far in the show, but one thing we have yet to do is see who won the contest.

 Contest: Etched Offerings

(Background Music: “Reflections” by David Guy)

Who Won?

Now that the contest is out of the way, I have some listener letters that I would like to read.
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 Listener Letters

(Background Music: “No More Hectic Days” by Alexandre Falcao)

A lovely listener from Perth, Australia writes: Hi Chris, I've been listening to your podcast for a while now, and really 

should have written sooner than this, to tell you how much I enjoy it!  Thanks so much for all the great entertainment, 

information and research! Keep up the awesome work!

▪ Response (adlibbed)

Roninwolf from New York writes: Hi Chris. I love your show, I've been listening for the past year or so, listening mostly 

while I'm working or playing video games (with the sound off). I was a big fan of Dios back in the day and I would say that 

you are probably his spiritual successor. Keep talking, we'll keep listening. Sincerely, Roninwolf

▪ Response (adlibbed)

Rob from Ontario, Canada writes: Just discovered your podcast. I just want to say I'm hooked and love your show. I really 

enjoy  "A  Corner  in  the  Occult."  I'm  catching  up  from  your  first  episode  and  plan  to  keep  listening.  

Rob

▪ Response (adlibbed)

▪ Boy do you have a journey a head of you.  Well I guess not as long as some shows, but when you hear 

this moment I hope you have enjoyed the journey and seek to share it with others. BB / 93!

Nr. None writes: Hey Chris! Let me start off by saying that I really enjoyed episode 25. While I don't consider myself a  

pagan, I find that the lives and experiences of pagans are very interesting to me. The personal accounts you give of the 

way paganism and occultism affect the mundane, everyday parts of life are a big part of why I listen to your podcast. I  

have two (hopefully) quick questions: 1. Have you ever heard of Alan Chapman? Much of his more recent work is related  

to do with something that Taylor Ellwood briefly touched on, which is  the disillusionment that can come from the  

reductionist attitude some people take to magick. 2. I've yet to come across any Pagan or occult podcasts or blogs that  

dealt with the opinions of people such as Richard Dawkins and James Randi. This is strange to me, since much of their  

general position is just as contrary to Paganism and occultism as Christianity and parapsychology. When Peter Atkins says  

that belief in gods is a sickness resulting from an oxygen imbalance in the brain, he's not making exceptions for Diana or  

Cernunnos. My question is: is this discussion not happening, or am I simply not looking hard enough? Best wishes, Nr.  

None

▪ Response (adlibbed)

▪ James Randi Education Foundation (JREF) offers  a  one-million-dollar  prize to anyone who can show, 

under proper observing conditions, evidence of any paranormal, supernatural, or occult power or event.
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 Segment: The Essence of Magick Series (TEoMS): Evocation

(Background Music: “Calling Peace” by Alexandre Falcao)

(Audio clips: Gerald Gardner and Patricia Crowther chanting “The Witches Rune;” Aleister Crowley “Excerpts from the 

Gnostic Mass;” An interview with Gerald Gardner, early 1960’s)

…It is a secret and you will be taught. From the basic to the complex all will be revealed.  Welcome to the Essence of  

Magick Series… echoing forth from The Infinite and The Beyond.

Evocation

The word evocation comes from the Latin  evocatio or  evocare which means “to call out, rouse, or summon” 

while vocare means “voice” or “to call.”

When some of  us  think  of  evocation,  images  of  sorcery  may  pop  up  in  our  mind.   We may  envision  the  

appearance of strange creatures to answer questions or to do the practitioner’s bidding.

The practice of evocation is an essential component to most rituals and ceremonies as something is always being  

summoned or called upon in them.  The calling upon of transcendent powers to lend their blessing or to be present is a  

very common practice in religions across the globe and whether it be a concept or ideal, a spirit, person, being or deity,  

the art of evocation is always executed.  

Evocations generally consist as a format of concentric phrases where the will of the practitioner is supported by  

pronouncements exerting their authority over the thing being evoked or the working being done.  Pronouncements of  

authority  often  deal  with  who  the  practitioner  is  and  under  who's  authority  they  are  acting  in  alignment  with.  

Statements such as these are often filled with names and words of power used to convey control and dominance in a  

particular working.  While some evocations, such as in the Lam Statement which was discussed earlier in this episode,  

consists of the practitioner repeating the name of a being out load or silently in their mind.

Evocation is often interchanged or confused with the term and practice of Invocation. In Book 4 Aleister Crowley 

says that (the magickian) needs nothing else than the (tools and implements) for invocation, by which he calls down that  

which is above him and within him; but for evocations by which he calls forth that which is below him and without him,  

he may place a Triangle without the Circle.  The Triangle in reference being the triangle of manifestation as is usually 

associated with evocation and more specifically with Solomonic magick.

The triangle also references the idea of three which can be seen as a number of manifestation.  Apart from a 

circle, a sided shape has to have at least three sides for it to exist and in art it takes three dimensions to make a sculpture  

what  it  is.   After  all,  we live  in  a threefold  existence being  composed of  not  only  3  dimensions but  which is  also 

composed of a physical, mental, and spiritual plane.  

Along with the magick triangle, magickians have also employed the use of a scrying mirror, crystal ball, the flame  

of a candle, incense smoke, a bowl of water, or even shew stone in order to interact with a summoned spirit or being. 
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Which if you may or may not remember, a shew stone is what was used by Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelly back in 16 th 

century.

If one is so inclined, a scrying mirror can be easily created by painting the backside of a cleansed piece of glass  

with several coats of flat black spray paint, which a picture frame can be nicely employed for such a tool.  One can then 

consecrate the mirror like any other tool by infusing it with blessings and declaring it intended use.  Prior to its use, nail  

polish can be utilized to inscribe the outer front edges of the mirror surface with protective words of power to further  

seal the surface of the mirror.

The act of evocation should be performed while the practitioner is in a semi trance or altered state as this would  

better allow them to address the greater cosmos and the worlds beyond rather than just the space or room they happen  

to be within.  The altered state I am referring to is similar in feeling to the effect created by the meditation “A Point in  

Space” that can be found in my other podcast Baphmetis Meditation, which is an exercise that we have also done in this  

podcast back in episode 5 during The Nature of Magick segment.  The exercise and meditation opened one’s awareness 

to a greater reality which caused their conscious decisions and actions to also exist within that reality.

A brief evocation ritual example could be as follows, after taking any necessary precautions and making the 

necessary preparations depending upon the working, incorporate the “A Point in Space” meditation into your grounding  

and centering after which proceed with your normal banishings and/or circle casting routine all while existing in this  

altered  state.   When  you  make  your  evocations,  do  so  in  a  manner  which  acknowledges  the  greater  universe, 

dimensions, and layers of time because in your circle you are at the center of all, everything comes and goes from where  

you are at and your voice shall  carry across existence, to call upon whom of which you seek.  Of course follow any 

additional instructions that may be relevant to your working, like for example if you’re working from a particular text 

such as the Goetia.  Continue with your objective and conclude when necessary.

Call  it  what you will.  Conjuration. Evocation. Invocation. Channeling. Mediumship, Induced Contacteeism, or  

what have you, because in essence, evocation is all about communication.  Through communication we make contact  

and  through  contact  we  establish  communication.   Through  communication  we  address  conflict.   Through  

communication we achieve understanding, knowledge and insight.  Communication is what allows us as a species to  

come together, to share, interact, and grow.  In our consciousness we acknowledge the separateness of the manifested  

world while knowing it all comes from the same source.  By making contact we also achieve moments of union, bringing 

together elements of creation that were once separate, uniting the fragmented whole.  Evocation is the magickal means  

of reaching out and touching the cosmos because the magickal practitioner is the one who unites the above with the  

below and “the out” with “the in” through their practice and being.  They are a spiritual diplomat, balancing and unifying  

their physical, mental, and spiritual existence to accomplish the miracle of the one thing.
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This concludes this edition of the Essence of Magick. Suggestions for this series are welcomed and encouraged  

and you can do so on the show website or through the show forum. Thank you.

Bibliography

“Book 4” by Aleister Crowley

 Promo

Baphmetis Meditation with Chris Orapello

 Segment: Pondering The Origin of Deity  

(Background Music: “If I Existed” by G)

(Background Music: “Natures Dreaming” by Alexandre Falcao)

Remember back in the beginning of the episode when I was talking about Ancient Alien Theory?  I skipped one 

of the propositions made by theorists because I said that I was going to talk about it later.  Well that mention of later, has  

recently become now.

In case you don’t recall, the proposition stated that many, if not all, of the Gods, Goddesses, Deities, and spiritual  

beings  found in  the world’s  religions  were actually  extra-terrestrials  who were interpreted as  Gods by  the ancient  

peoples due to their lack of understanding.  This being akin to Arthur C. Clarke's third law of prediction which said "Any 

sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic." 

In my own feelings, this proposition about deity was one of the more significant thoughts that originally grabbed  

me about Ancient Alien Theory because it offered some explanation as to how the concept of deity came about.  It  

would make sense that if extraterrestrials descended from the sky that our ancestors would have been dumbstruck and  

may even view the extraterrestrials as Gods and Goddesses.  However, the only unreasonable element in the theory 

would be the extraterrestrials themselves. LOL But it’s still an interesting idea.

Now a real life parallel to this scenario was mentioned in Ancient Aliens the series that example being the Cargo  

Cults which formed during WWII when US Forces establish bases on remote pacific islands. The natives on those islands  

had never seen advanced technology and were said to find the sight of planes and other vehicles astounding. The natives  

even received supplies and food from the military, but felt abandoned when the war ended and the military left the  

island as quickly as they appeared taking their culture, technology, and supplies with them. The befuddled islanders, in 

an attempt to make sense of the situation, revered the military as being their dead ancestors and religions even formed  

around what they observed. Myths about soldiers such as the apocryphal American Soldier John Frum who is said to 

bring wealth and prosperity to those that follow him and even holidays formed as a result; for example “John Frum Day” 

is February 15th.  Wooden trucks and plane idols were created, bamboo rifles were made, uniform scraps were worn,  

and they even marched about the island in the hope that all their efforts would cause the ancestors to return.
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We see something of a similar progression in regards to Catholic Saints who become popular or in the Lwa found 

in Vodou.  Both having been living people at one time, became something greater after death and were instead of being  

simply mourned by others came to be revered, honored, looked to for help, and even worshipped in some cases.  It’s not  

hard to think how situations like these and others could result in any one of them becoming a fully acknowledged deity  

in time.  After all one could even argue that some of the world’s current major religions, which I will not list, are a result  

of such scenarios of logic.

What this doesn’t explain is how or why people have a tendency to acknowledge a Higher Power.  Though it 

could be argued that most people have such a tendency as a result of their upbringing; since many of us were raised to  

have a belief in a God or some sense of a Higher Power.  While at the same time there are people who change religions  

and some even abandon or demand proof of God before continuing with allowing their upbringing to play a prominent  

role in their lives and still there are others who have staunch feelings on the matter and feel that anyone who believes in  

a Higher Power is somehow mentally unbalanced.

Is such a belief simply a hereditary or traditional value or do we have an inherent tendency for deity?  Where 

through  our  habit  for  pattern  recognition  or  in  making  unwarranted  connections  between  seemingly  relevant  

occurrences fuel our sense of wonder for the world which results in an awe and reverence for it.  Like in after knowing an  

animal can make a particular sound, when we here similar sounds coming from a storm laden sky, it is not entirely  

unfeasible that our ancestors would have thought that there was someone or something above lurking beyond the  

clouds.

Neurophysiologists have been trying to unlock God and the human brain, without much success.  Though they  

can analyze and reproduce how belief and God relate to brain activity they’ll never be able to discern whether the source  

for such reactions exists only in the brain or if the brain itself acts as a receiver.  What such experiments have alluded to  

is why Richard Dawkins, for example, may be an atheist as in an April 12 th, 2012 article on Patheos.com that dealt with 

the possibility of God spots in the brain  Stanley Koren and Michael Persinger famously developed the “God helmet,”  

(which is) a device that stimulated what they called “the God spot” (in the brain) and so induced its wearer to feel the  

presence of God.  Ironically this effect was not felt by Richard Dawkins.  Now, why was this effect not felt by him? Who  

knows? Perhaps as a result of his scientific career, Mr. Dawkins, has in a sense pulled the plug on such sensations as  

result of being an analytical thinker an issue which was touched upon in the article “How Critical Thinkers Lose their Faith  

in God” published on the Scientific American website on May 1st 2012 where it mentions a paper recently published in 

Science magazine by  Will Gervais and Ara Norenzayan of the University of British Columbia (where they) found that  

encouraging people to think analytically reduced their tendency to believe in God.   Which in short was due to promoting 

analytical thinking habits which made one less likely to take short cuts in their thinking or to make unsubstantiated leaps  
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of  understanding.    Perhaps  this  is  what  happened  to  Mr.  Dawkins  or  maybe  he  is  physiologically  incapable  of 

experiencing such sensations and possibly even why he is an atheist.

Now discussion and debate over this issue is much like arguing the validity of Ancient Alien Theory or the idea of  

Intelligent Design because basically one would be trying to prove an assumption and instead of moving towards a place  

of understanding.  Arguing and debating over such a 'beyond' concept like deity is about as ridiculous as arguing over  

which comic book super hero is better or who would beat who in a fight.  

The  over  all  arching  problem  of  this  discussion  is  the  paradox  of  subjective  experiences  in  relation  to 

transcendent realities and reality in general.  If most of us have a tendency to revere deity and at times to experience the  

divine then we have to acknowledge that on some level a regard for deity is a human trait and that any person who is in  

capable of experiencing such a thing has either made that a part of their world view or they were born without this  

ability and to argue one perspective in favor over another is fleeting and only serves to limit human experience and how  

humans relate to themselves, others, and the world around them.

Sure an atheist may argue that they can not touch 'Deity'

That they can not measure 'Deity.'

But what they really have is not a solid argument against Deity, but that they are currently unable to touch or  

measure Deity.

Sources

 *http://www.patheos.com/blogs/scienceonreligion/2012/04/god-spot-in-the-brain-more-like-god-spots/

 http://www.dana.org/news/cerebrum/detail.aspx?id=24068   

 *http://www.pewforum.org/Science-and-Bioethics/How-Our-Brains-are-Wired-for-Belief.aspx 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/MindMoodNews/god-brain-tumor-surgery-points-brains-religious-center/story?id=9796634#.T53xY8XkqJo   

 http://www.horizonresearch.org/main_page.php?cat_id=203   

 http://skeptoid.com/episodes/4199   

 *http://www.sciencemag.org/content/336/6080/493 

 *http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=how-critical-thinkers-lose-faith-god&WT.mc_id=SA_emailfriend 

 https://www.google.com/#hl=en&gs_nf=1&gs_mss=physiology%20of%20the%20brain%20of%20the%20&tok=z7hWctOv9-  

aVnD8xPOYJaA&pq=physiology%20of%20the%20brain%20of%20the

%20believer&cp=40&gs_id=ns&xhr=t&q=physiology+of+the+brain+of+the+religious&pf=p&safe=off&sclient=psy-

ab&oq=physiology+of+the+brain+of+the+religious&aq=f&aqi=&aql=&gs_l=&pbx=1&bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.r_cp.r_qf.,cf.osb&fp=ced812624f84ebb0&

biw=1173&bih=809 
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 Conclusion

(Background Music: “Alien” by Ash Verjee)

I hope you enjoyed this episode of The Infinite and the Beyond and please let me know if you did!

Next episode we’ll be discussing Free Will, Magick and Deity and speaking with electronic music composer Alka about his  

amazing work and I'll be getting that episode to you as soon as possible.

This track you are currently hearing is called “Alien” and it’s by Ash Verjee and I’m going to let it carry us out of this  

episode because it's a great track and I think it deserves it. So, until next time BB and 93! 

 Episode wrap up (12/9/2011)

(Background Music: “Universe inside you” by Persian Paladin)

Well, this concludes this episode of The Infinite and the Beyond.

If you have any thoughts about this episode or about what I’ve said in one of its segments please let me know by  

contacting me through the show website which can be found at www.infinite-beyond.com. 

If you like this show and are interested in hearing more or subscribing, then visit the show website where you can find 

links to where this show can be found online for you to subscribe, download, and friend.  

A complete manuscript for the episode can be found on the show website and all  links related to this episode can be 

found in the show notes.

"Some of the music heard in this episode was legally provided by www.MusicAlley.com. 

The opinions expressed in this episode are the opinions of those who made them and are not necessarily the opinions of  

myself any other person.

The Infinite and the Beyond and its  segments are copyrighted by  Chris  Orapello  and are licensed under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 License.

Thanks for listening, thanks for subscribing, and until next time Merry Part, Blessed Be, and 93!
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Show Notes:  Episode #026 – Gods and Aliens

 Show Summary: 

In this episode we discuss gods and aliens and the ideas surrounding Ancient Astronaut Theory. Do you believe in  

extra-terrestrials? Do you think they visited and helped ancient human civilizations? Are you a supporter of Ancient  

Astronaut Theory? If your answer is a resounding YES, then this episode is not for you, because I take a look into some of  

the propositions made by Ancient Astronaut Theorists and offer my thoughts on the matter which may not jive with you  

and your alien putty, but do not worry there is always Stonehenge!

Later in the episode, I discuss the only alien abduction case I have helped with as a paranormal investigator. Hear  

the details as I share my diagnosis and methods of addressing the issue in my effort to help a friend. In A Corner in the  

Occult we learn about Lam, Aleister Crowley’s favorite martian, as well as the Typhonian Order which focuses on working 

and  communication  with  extra-terrestrial  entities,  The  Great  Old  Ones,  as  well  as  some  of  the  darker  aspects  of  

metaphysics. 

We hear a track from our featured artist and future guest Alka, an electronic music composer who incorporates  

magick, occultism, and estoric practices and systems into his music making process. We discuss evocation in the Essence  

of Magick. I read listener email and talk about James Randi. We see which two lucky listeners won copies of Etched  

Offerings, and to close we ponder the origin of deity. This episode is really out of this world! 

 Breakdown: (1:35:47)

(00:00:00) – Introduction

Music : “Proteus” by composer George Wood

(00:01:16) – Announcements

Music: “Alien” by Ash Verjee

(00:4:48) –  Promo

Lamyka's Wiccan Podcast

 (00:05:30) – As of Late

Music: “Yearning of the Heart” by G

(00:08:32) – Ancient Astronaut Theory

Music “Telepathic Interplay” by Alexandre Falcao

(00:28:36) – Commercial

Title Goes Here:

(00:30:46) – An Alien Abduction Case

Music: “The Magickal Forest” by Reflected Illusions

(00:43:08) –  Promo

The Wigglian Way

(00:44:32) – A Corner in the Occult: 

Music: “Piano Quartet in G, 3rd Movement by Mozart” performed by Linda Holzer
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(00:58.21) –  Featured Artist

Music: “Collocation” by Alka from his album A Dog Lost in The Woods

(01:01.55) – Contest

Music: “Reflections” by Guy David

(01:03.01) – Letters

Music: “No More Hectic Days” by Alexandre Falco

(01:09:23) – The Essence of Magick Series: Evocation

Music: “Calling Peace” by Alexandre Falcao

(01:16:44) – Promo

Baphmetis Meditation

(01:18:20) – The Origins of Deity

Music: “If I Existed” by G

Music: “Nature's Dreaming” by Alexandre Falco

(01:26:32) – Conclusion

Music: “Alien” by Ash Verjee

(01:33:25) – Wrap-up

Music: “Universe inside you” by Persian Paladin

 Background Music

George Wood - http://podsafeaudio.com/jamroom/bands/1454/ 

Ash Verjee - http://www.ashverjee.com/ 

Linda Holzer - http://www.ualr.edu/lrholzer/bio.shtml 

Alexandre Falcao - http://www.soundclick.com/bands/default.cfm?bandID=613461 

Guy David - http://www.guydavid.com/ 

G - http://emptinessdances.com/ 

Reflected Illusions - http://www.reflectedillusions.net/ 

Persian Paladin - http://podsafeaudio.com/jamroom/bands/2644/

 Featured Music

Alka – http://www.reverbnation.com/buryn 

Ash Verjee - http://www.ashverjee.com/ 

 Links * Please see show notes for a complete list of the links from this episode

Pagan Podcast Spotlight TI&TB by Tim Titus – http://culture.pagannewswirecollective.com/2012/01/pagan-podcast-spotlight-the-infinite-and-the-beyond/ 

The Juggler -  http://culture.pagannewswirecollective.com 

Ancient Aliens - http://www.history.com/shows/ancient-aliens 

LegendaryTimes.com - http://www.legendarytimes.com/ 

Typhonian Order - http://www.parareligion.ch/staley.htm 

Alan Chapman - http://alanchapman.me/ 
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Richard Dawkins - http://richarddawkins.net/ 

James Randi - http://www.randi.org/ 

DebunkingSkeptics.com - http://www.debunkingskeptics.com/Page30.htm 

Myth of the Million Dollar Challenge - http://www.dailygrail.com/features/the-myth-of-james-randis-million-dollar-challenge 

A Bigger World Podcast with Tim Mureau- http://abiggerworld.webs.com 

#2 Demons – Do They Exist? - http://abiggerworld.webs.com/apps/podcast/podcast/213165 

The Pagan Rapport - http://thepaganrapport.com/ 

 Promos

Lamyka's Wiccan Podcast - http://lamyka.libsyn.com/ 

The Wigglian Way -  http://thewigglianway.libsyn.com/ 

Baphmetis Meditation – http://www.baphmetis.com 

 Credits
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